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BEDS VMCC NEWS 
KEEPING YOU INFORMED DURING LOCK-DOWN 

 

 

 
 

Light at the end of the tunnel? 
 
EDITORIAL 
 

It’s a heavily over-worked cliché, but maybe Boris’s Route Sheet, sorry ‘Road Map’, really is the light at the end of a rather long tunnel, or, like in the 

picture above, maybe we can’t yet be sure quite what’s around the corner. ‘Data, not dates’, he repeatedly drills into us but, with provisional dates 

having been given for various stages of relaxation of restrictions, it’s only natural that we start planning with those dates in mind. On page two you 

will find the plans for what we think should be possible as a Section. Listening to the soundtrack from the local roads last Sunday, and seeing (unwise) 

posts on various Facebook sites, it’s clear that lockdown fatigue has set in with many fellow motorcyclists, but we should remain steadfast - there’s 

only a few more weeks of frustration to endure before we can kickstart summer. And what a summer that should be - one highlight will be the new 

National Waypoint Rally, replacing the normal Relay Rally; details inside, together with the chance to nominate up to three locations in our area. 

 

Will has done an amazing job to produce an online quiz for our March virtual club night, details inside. This year it’s aimed at individuals rather than 

teams so, don’t be shy, please give it a go; you won’t possibly score less than me.  

 

The latest appeal for content, once again, has produced excellent articles, a couple of which I’ve kept for the next issue. Many thanks to this issue’s 

contributors: Eddie, Gerry, Neil, Nigel & Sam, Paul, Tim and Will. Please keep the contributions coming; there’s still a few more issues to go yet.  

 

Bryan 
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Beds Section News 
NORMAL SERVICE WILL BE RESUMED AS SOON AS 

POSSIBLE 

QUIZ NIGHT 
Will has been working really hard to maintain tradition in the section 

calendar, and ensure Thursday, March 11th will be our annual Quiz 

Night. The prototype has been tested separately by Brent and myself, 

and we can report it works well – unfortunately we didn’t get a preview 

of the actual questions, so neither of us can cheat our way to victory. 

 

Unlike normal years, it will be aimed at individuals rather than teams, 

and it will be multiple-choice with a time limit to provide your guess, 

sorry, I meant answer. All this is explained in greater detail in Will’s 

article later in this newsletter, together with the necessary link. All rather 

exciting. 

 

MIDWEEK RUNS 
Subject to the limited lifting of current restrictions, provisionally 

expected to occur on March 29th, it is proposed to restart ‘Rule-of-Six’ 

runs from Thursday April 1st – foolish, some might think. More details 

nearer the time, but initially they will need to be ‘flask and sandwiches’ 

until outdoor catering reopens (provisionally, 12 April). 

 

From ‘no earlier than May 17’, according to my interpretation of the 

Government guidance, we should be able to extend this up to a 

maximum of 30 people provided we stay outdoors. 

 

CLUB NIGHTS 
Provided it is supported by the required data, June 21st should see the 

lifting of all restrictions on social contact. That should mean we can 

restart normal club nights from the July Car Park Concours. Being an 

outdoor event that should provide extra reassurance to the wary. 

 

WAYPOINT RALLY – BEDS LOCATIONS SOUGHT 
An article on the next page introduces the proposed National Waypoint 

Rally, similar in principle to our Beds Navigation Event last year, but 

on a national scale – rather exciting, methinks. 

 

As a section, we are asked to provide up to three suitable places to act 

as Way Points, according to the following guidance: 

 

A Way Point is a location in your area worthy of visiting on a 

motorcycle. It could be selected for general interest, the view or just a 

good place to get a bacon sandwich. 

 

Way Points will ideally be in rural or semi-rural locations (as most 

members don’t care for riding in built up areas) and should be easily 

found on Google Maps (to allow riders to locate and plan their own 

routes). It should be assumed that motorcycles arriving at the point may 

be in groups, so please think about where they can stop out of the flow 

of traffic. 

 

Your task, should you wish to accept it, is to provide suggestions for 

suitable locations within Bedfordshire that fit the above criteria. Our 

selection needs to be submitted by early April so please send them to 

me (bryan.marsh@btinternet.com) as soon as possible to enable some 

kind of vaguely democratic selection process. 

 

VMCC BEDS NAVIGATION EVENT 2021 
I hope to be able to put together a local Navigation Event similar to last 

year’s but with new locations and possibly extending slightly outside 

the county boundaries to open up a few more possibilities. 

 

This is unlikely to be available much before about May because the 

‘stay-at-home’ restriction is in force until at least 29 March, meaning I 

won’t be able to get out before then to identify a suitable feature at each 

location. 

 

 

JOHN O’BRIEN RIP 
John’s funeral took place on Monday, 1st March at the Stopsley Vale 

Crematorium. A keen and popular member of the Herts Section of the 

Ariel Owner’s Club, John’s smiling face was also often to be seen at our 

VMCC Beds Section meetings. I had the privilege of representing our 

section in the six-bike procession (five Ariels and, you’ve guessed it, 

one Triumph) following him on his final journey from his home in 

Harlington.  

 

The picture below shows him, smiling as ever, with his trusty Ariel 

Arrow on a visit to the DeHaviland museum, near London Colney, a 

few years ago. 

 

 
 

HITCHIN PRIORY ROTARY CLUB QUIZZES  
Not strictly VMCC-related but I know the Hitchin Rotary Club 

Christmas Quiz is a popular distraction amongst our members, thanks 

to the subtle sales efforts of David Sparkes. I received the following 

email announcing more opportunities to fry your brain: 

 

“We are now able to announce that this year we are running a series of 

four charity quizzes in addition to our popular Christmas one. The new 

ones will only be available online, and the first one is ready now - go to: 

www.rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.php?PgID=831106&ClubID=1500.* 

 

We are asking for a contribution of (at least) £10 to cover all five of the 

quizzes, which will then be sent out at intervals during the year to all 

subscribers. 

 

We are experimenting with email entries this time, in addition to 

traditional paper!” 

*There was an error in the website address in their email; this one 

seems to work. If not, just search ‘Hitchin Priory Rotary Club’. 

mailto:bryan.marsh@btinternet.com
http://www.rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.php?PgID=831106&ClubID=1500
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The page 3 girl 
 

 

Yes, that happens to the rear wheel if you slow down on soft sand 

Other VMCC News 
RECEIVED FROM GARY SLEEMAN, ANGLIA AREA REP 

NATIONAL WAYPOINT RALLY 
As it would be difficult to run the traditional Relay Rally in its usual 

format, an alternative event has been devised by the Area Reps for this 

year (and, if successful, it may be continued?). Each section will provide 

up to three places of interest within their area that members can visit at 

any time within the three months of the rally (Weds 16 June – Weds 15 

September), take a photograph of their bike(s) there to record the visit 

and at the end of the event submit them. 

 

Members will be able to ride any time they like and (subject to Covid 

rules in force at the time) with whoever they like, when the weather is 

suitable etc. 

 

The list of Way Points is in production now and will be shared by e-

mail and/or downloading from the VMCC web site.  The event is part 

of the 75th Anniversary year, so is run to encourage you all to get out 

your bikes, no entry fee will be charged. 

 

BEADED EDGE TYRES 
Following a 3-year liaison between the VMCC Cotswold Section and 

The Blockley Tyre Company, 26 x 3 Blockley BE beaded edge tyres 

and tubes are now available. 

 

Tyres are £144 (inc. VAT) each, which is cheap for such a high-quality 

tyre. 

 

Heavy duty, butyl tubes are £15 each when purchased with a tyre as a 

launch price to VMCC members (normally £22). 

 

To purchase tyres or tubes, contact The Blockley Tyre Company direct 

on 01386 701717, or visit their website www.blockleytyre.com. You 

must mention VMCC to get the quoted prices. They can be collected 

from Moreton-on-the-Marsh (when travel restrictions allow) or posted 

out by Blockley at cost. Carriage cost quoted at point of sale.  

 

Blockley are in the process of commissioning 28 x 3 and 26 x 2¼ 

moulds as well, so those sizes may be available later in the year, fingers 

crossed. 

Virtual Quiz Night 
WILL CURRY 

It seems somehow only right to try to keep the Inter Section Quiz going 

in these unusual times. Unfortunately, modern legislation to protect our 

data such as names and email addresses from the unscrupulous has made 

it as impractical for me to hold the data as to who makes up a team just 

as the Covid regulations make it impractical for teams to meet. 

 

Thus, the quiz is a proud member of that great British institution, the 

compromise. When you start, rather than being asked for your name and 

an email address you will be given a 4-figure entry identifier. Only you 

know what that is and it will be used when the results and the answers 

are published. This should allow you to see how well you did compared 

to the other entries but you won't know who they are. It also means that 

there is nothing to stop you entering as many times as you like. 

 

 
 

As usual, there will be 50 questions in 5 sections of 10. Unusually, they 

will be multiple choice answers. This makes it possible for me to mark 

the entries automatically. The downside for me is that it means that I 

have to work out not only the correct answer to each question but also 

some plausible but incorrect alternatives too. You have 30 seconds in 

which to answer each question but there will be the chance for a break 

at the start of each section. There isn't a time limit on this break so there's 

no need to rush the tea. At the end of the quiz you will be presented with 

a summary of your answers for you to copy or take a screen shot of or 

whatever. This will include your entry number which you'll need when 

the results are published. 

 

 
Each question will have five potential answers for you to choose from. 

Click on the one you know is correct and it will be highlighted in red. 

You can change your mind by simply clicking on your new choice at 

any time within the 30 seconds allowed. After that you cannot go back 

to previous questions or sections. This isn't just my bloody-mindedness 

- the way the database is set up doesn't handle going backwards at all 

gracefully either. 

 

 
 

The quiz will be available from about 8:30 on the evening of Thursday. 

March 11th and will be available at: 

www.wcurry.co.uk/vmccbeds/quiz_night/intro.php  

 

One thing to note is that the Quiz requires JavaScript to be enabled on 

your browser. It is enabled by default on most browsers - you have to 

actively turn it off if you don't want it. If it is turned off there will be a 

http://www.blockleytyre.com/
http://www.wcurry.co.uk/vmccbeds/quiz_night/intro.php
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big red warning displayed when you start, and you won't be able to go 

any further. Also, the Quiz does not use cookies so there should be no 

problem there. 

 

While the technologies used have been used successfully many times 

before this is the first time I've used them together like this. The quiz 

has been tested by both Bryan and Brent - thank you both - and neither 

reported any problems. If you encounter problems, please let me know 

at the email address at the bottom of the Section website. 

Norm – were you a Velo man? 
SUBMITTED BY GERRY GIBBINS 

The attached appeared in the recent edition of the Velo Magazine 

'Fishtail'. I wonder if Norman saw the image in his youth. 

 

 

Historical Beds Section Notes 
November 1978 

The group seems well established now with a regular attendance. If you 

have not yet paid us a visit come along. Our members are doing well. In 

the Towcester Run, Bob Ashby won the main award with Mrs Ronnie 

Richardson the Ladies award. 

 

We have had a couple of social runs. Anyone with ideas come and give 

them to us. We will be having film shows and quizzes during the winter 

months so keep coming along. [Hoppy] 

November 1979 

The Club Night for November will take the form of a Restoration 

Seminar. All of us have some particular knowledge of restoration which 

we could share with one another, e.g. how to lace a wheel. Bring along 

your particular forte, preferably with an example, even down to the type 

of paint you use or your own secret electro-plater’s name. [Hoppy] 

July 1980 

For the second year, the Bedfordshire Section organised the VMCC 

display at the National BMF Rally, Peterborough. September will see 

the Section organising their first major event, the Bendish Run, starting 

as in previous years from Ken Cobbing’s country house at Bendish. 

Section member, Steve Lindsell, besides cleaning up in VMCC races on 

his Enfields has ventured into Classic Bike racing on the Tom Arter G50 

Matchless. We all wish him luck this season. Members are always 

welcome at Section Meetings held at The Crown, Henlow Village cross-

roads (Junction of A507 and A6001), second Wednesday in month. 

[Roger Mills] 

March 1981 

Though you rarely read of our activities this section is active and 

flourishing. Our past year’s programme is to be more or less repeated 

this year. This means film shows at Shefford Village Hall, organising 

the Club’s stand at the BMF Rally, running the Bendish Run in 

September and Club Runs in the summer. Please come along to our 

regular meetings at the Crown, Henlow, on the second Wednesday of 

each month, where full details are available. Make a note too of our first 

Bring and Buy on 8th April – wrap up well if it is cold, as we will be 

using the landlord’s barn. If we have a summer this year a camping 

weekend/gymkana is on the cards. [Geoff Richardson] 

 

[those were all the Section Notes for the first three years – the August 

issue contained the following flyer for the Bendish Run] 

 

 

 

Does anyone still have their Souvenir Award? 
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Leighton Buzzard Sand 

Industry and Motorcycles 
NEIL CAIRNS 

Leighton Buzzard Railway and motorcycles have quite a story. The very 

first recorded accident on an LBR level crossing was on Hockliffe Road 

at 10am on Tuesday the 14th September 1920, about a year after the 

railway had opened. It was a brand-new Triumph 500cc single, two-

speed machine ridden by Mr. Algernon Reid of Leighton Buzzard High 

Street. He had been looking at some cows in a field as he passed them 

and not along the road ahead. Suddenly, he became aware of a sand train 

on the level-crossing on the road in front of him and he ran full into the 

steam locomotive. He was thrown off and landed in the cab of the 

locomotive pulling the skips, bruised but unhurt. The motorcycle was 

dragged down the rails and smashed to bits. This was a story in the 

Leighton Buzzard Observer newspaper on the 20th September. After that 

episode the railway had to have the road's flagged giving 14-year-old 

school leavers a job. 

 

In 1964, the ITV television series 'Emergency Ward Ten' staged an 

episode with Arnold's locomotive No 3 colliding with a motorcycle on 

the Eastern Way crossing, the injured rider requiring hospital treatment. 

 

Leighton Buzzard Railway's “SAND & MOTORCYCLES” show is on 

the last Sunday of September each year in Pages Park, Billington Road.  

 

Back in the 1940s, when the local sand industry was working flat out to 

supply London to rebuild the WW2 bomb damage, a local sand 

quarrying company GARSIDES SAND purchased three second-hand 

motorcycles from CAMDEN MOTORS, who were then in Lake Street. 

Garsides bought very few things new, even their Simplex diesels you 

see in use on our railway today were second-hand to them; in fact the 

whole railway system was built from second-hand WW1 equipment in 

1919, shipped from the front line in France.  

 

The three motorcycles were two 1937 BSA M20, 500cc side-valve 

machines and one 1937 P&M Panther M100, 600cc ohv machine. The 

M20s went to Leighton Buzzard residents and Garsides employees 

Harry (George) Lathwell and Reggie Webb; the Panther went to Freddy 

North. These three were Garsides maintenance team with Harry as the 

foreman. They kept all the sand quarrying equipment up and running, 

much of it in deep pits inaccessible for anything else other than a 

motorcycle, or the sand trains. These three bikes were ridden very hard 

every day, out in all weathers up until about 1961, when, totally worn 

out, they were thrown into an unknown disused pit. No known photos 

exist of them. 

 

Tracing these three sand industry lads proved quite difficult, it was only 

when I found Harry (George) Lathwell (Junior) did I get a decent story. 

George's father, also called George (Senior), lived in Leighton Buzzard 

in Heath Road. He rode a motorcycle combination and his wife and him 

are in the photo (make of bike unknown). 

  

 

Mr and Mrs George Lathwell (Senior) on an unidentified bike 

Harry (George Junior) took over the same house when his father passed 

on, and he too was a keen motorcyclist; he is seen on one of his father's 

girder-fork bikes (BSA?) and later on his own BSA C11 rigid.  

 

 

Harry (George Junior) Lathwell on his father’s BSA 

In retirement (when I met him) he had two 1960s Matchless 250cc 

lightweights in his shed. The second lad, Freddy North, I traced through 

his Aunt who lived in Hockliffe Road. He had motorcycles but she had 

no photos of any. Freddy came to fame locally as he stars in an ancient 

photo of the Sand Railway in its first year of 1919, sitting on the bonnet 

of a petrol-Simplex loco next to one of the two steam locos used only 

for 18 months (the sand got into the valve gear).  

 

 
 

They are all outside the tiny loco-shed in Billington Road. Behind them 

in the distance is the hangar erected in a field, where the Vickers Vimy 

bomber was re-assembled prior to being flown off to the RAF (the RFC 

had become the RAF by 1918). These Vimy's were built in the Morgan 

Works by the Canal in Linslade, taken through the town in bits on carts 

towed by horses, then re-assembled as mentioned. About 40 were made 

here before the contracts were stopped by HM Gov. Alas Reggie Webb 

remains an enigma. George was the last to pass away in 2019. 
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Harry (George Junior) Lathwell on his own BSA C11 

The Sand & Motorcycles Motorcycle Show is a celebration of their 

motorcycling exploits; more of the story can be read in “Dobbers & 

Loco Drivers in the Sand”, a book available from the railway's shop at 

Pages Park station. < www.buzzrail.co.uk > 

 

Which way to the services? 
 

 

Some members of the Motor Cycling Club at Newport Pagnell in 1904 

Duke of Edinburgh Approves 

Classic Rebuild 
NIGEL & SAM COOTE 

 
 

One of our youngest Members, Sam Coote, has recently been accepted 

on to the Duke of Edinburgh award scheme. The Bronze Award, run 

through Redborne Upper School, requires participants to take on 

Physical, Voluntary and Skills based projects for a 3-6 month period. 

 

For his skills section Sam submitted a request to restore a 1959 G12 

Matchless, with the aim of taking it to the Classic TT in August. 

(everything crossed there!)  

 

His suggestion was approved and, with a month behind him, he’s 

tackled fork assembly, alloy polishing and assembly of various tinware. 

His next task is to move on to electrics while waiting for some chrome 

to return.  

 

  
 

Sam and Nigel are particularly keen to keep the momentum up on this 

particular project as it’s the bike our good friend David Watts was 

working on when he passed away.   

 

While we can’t do much at the moment due to the lockdown, as things 

improve and we can get together again, Sam would like to hear from 

anyone that would be happy to give an hour or two of time to impart 

some specialist knowledge. Maybe you’d be happy to teach a bit of 

turning, welding or even if you are putting an engine together and don’t 

mind a spectator, he would be happy to hear from you.   

 

Drop Dad (Nigel) a note at coote2050@btinternet.com 

 

 
 

Lockdown Velo 
PAUL ROSE 

Well not completely, as I bought a basket case of a 1936 Velocette MOV 

in January 2019 but did most of the build during lockdown. Found in 

the small ads of OBM, it was in Derby and the guy I bought it from said 

he would never get round to building it. It had been totally dismantled, 

down to every nut and bolt. There was no registration number but there 

were some attractive bits and interesting invoices. Renovation had 

apparently been started in 1979, maybe by the original owner. The frame 

had been stove-enamelled, the Webb forks had been refurbished by 

Webbs, with a supporting invoice for £39 dated 1979; there was a 

http://www.buzzrail.co.uk/
mailto:coote2050@btinternet.com
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refurbished crank with a bill from Alphas for £47.09, again dated 1979 

(a new big end bearing is now over £300), and a perfect petrol tank, 

probably from India. Those were the good bits! The bad bits, there was 

no front wheel or mudguard, no electrics, no levers, no exhaust system 

etc. 

 

  

  

  A true basket case! 

The search for missing parts started with an ad in the VOC magazine 

for a front wheel but with no response, then onto the Classic Bike show 

at Stafford where I was sure I would find a front wheel or hub. Although 

there was no Velocette wheel, I found what looked like a possibility 

which the owner said he had used in a 1930s Levis before he found the 

correct wheel. This turned out to be a RE wheel which looked as though 

it might fit the bill and at only £50 with a perfectly good rim would not 

have been a total disaster if it turned out to be useless. As it happened it 

needed only a new brake anchor making and doesn’t look too out of 

place, and it is a very effective brake. 

 

In order to register the MOV, Ivan Rhodes of the VOC used the 

matching frame and engine numbers to date it from the factory records 

as 1936, and was able to tell me that it was dispatched to Burnett and 

Sons of Southsea, in September 1936, then sold to S Luker, of 94 Gladys 

Avenue, Portsmouth, on 14/10/1936, but there was no record of the 

registration number. I found that Portsmouth still have a record of 

vehicle registrations in their archive and a very helpful lady did a search 

during lockdown for £14. She found an entry listing “RV 9874, S Luker, 

17/10/36, S BURNETT & Sons, Cycle”, so it seemed that this was likely 

to be my bike, the names and dates fitting with the factory records. She 

also searched Kelly’s directory, finding a William Luker at 94 Gladys 

Avenue and the Electoral Register listed Stanley George Luker at the 

same address, presumably William’s son and the purchaser. In spite of 

this research, I still did not have proof of a link between the frame 

number and registration number. Indeed, the VOC registration officer 

said DVLA would not give out the original registration based on this 

information alone. In spite of this advice, I went ahead and applied to 

DVLA for the original registration and three weeks later received the 

registration document for RV 9874.  

 

 

The build of the bike was reasonably straight forward, if a little slow, 

but was greatly aided with lots of help and advice from my Velocette 

mentor, David Broadley, who could always be relied upon to find a 

solution to a problem. There were lots of small items to source or make, 

and the project has massively increased my level of knowledge of all 

things Velocette and practical skills, not being a real engineer! It amazes 

me how easy it is to obtain parts for something this old. I tried to do 

everything myself, only outsourcing the rear wheel build. The trickiest 

bit was probably the gearbox as there was a selection of gears and a 

mainshaft which turned out to be too long, however the VOC spares 

supplied the correct mainshaft for an unbelievable £8.50! The tinware 

needed some patching and I got a good finish brushing Tekaloid enamel 

using Purdy brushes (the most expensive paint brushes I have ever 

bought but well worth it).  

 

The most expensive purchases were the wheel build, the tyres, the new 

exhaust system, and the best bargain the eight inch headlamp, including 

switch and ammeter, from India for £65 including delivery, which only 

took 2 weeks! I wasn’t aiming for a perfect concours bike and the odd 

non-original part doesn’t bother me, as long as I end up with a reliable 

and usable pre-war bike for a bit of fun! So, what did it cost? The 

purchase price was £1800, which I thought was very reasonable 

considering the expensive bits had been done, i.e. the frame, tank, big 

end and forks, and the total came to just over £4000.  

 

 

The finished bike and it starts first kick! 

The Talmag Trophy Trial 
BRYAN MARSH 

I found these pictures I took in an old album, I’m not sure which year. 
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I say, steady on there. 

 

The unmistakeable Mr Miller 

An Amal 376 Monobloc Fault 
EDDIE LLOYD 

Back last Autumn, John O’Brien said his Ariel Arrow was running 

erratically at times so I suggested that checking the float level might be 

useful. 

 

I took a modified main jet cover nut over to his garage and fitted it to 

his carburettor. The modified cover nut has a piece of copper pipe 

soldered into a hole drilled in the bottom. A piece of clear flexible pipe 

was fitted and routed in a 180-degree curve up to above the top of the 

float chamber.  

 

When the fuel is turned on, the fuel rises up the clear pipe to the level 

of the fuel in the float chamber, as can be seen in the picture below: 

 

 

Eddie’s modified cover nut, with attached plastic pipe to show fuel level 

A cast pip just below the letter “M” of AMAL on the float chamber end 

cover defines the correct float level. 

 

When we tried this on John’s carb, we kept getting different levels, 

which was puzzling. On closer inspection with the float chamber end 

cover off, we noticed that the float would not always float. Sometimes, 

it was wedged in its lowest position by the float chamber lower left 

screw boss. John had a rummage in his spares bin and found a brass 

Amal float. It was slightly smaller than the “hex/round” black plastic 

Amal float and eliminated the wedging problem.  

 

In January. I cleaned out the Amal 376 Monobloc carb on my Ariel KH 

500 and decided to give the bike a test run. I pushed the bike onto the 

road. turned the fuel on and after a short delay fuel “fountained” out of 

the tickler button. It didn’t stop, even when tickled. See the picture 

below of the float wedged on the screw boss: 

 

 

Float wedged on lower left screw boss 

The same fault had occurred as on John’s Monobloc. Both carburettors 

are “modern” Monobloc’s, manufactured in the past few years. I 

mentioned this fault to Pat Turley and he suggested removing some of 

the screw boss material that the float was wedging against.   
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Before machining the screw boss, I removed the main jet assembly, float 

fuel cut off assembly and tickler assembly. After machining I 

thoroughly cleaned the carb out before reassembling. 

 

I used a rotary burr in a battery drill to remove about 0.75mm (approx. 

1/32”) of the inside face of the screw boss. The float now rests on a 

small lug at the bottom of the float chamber. See the picture below: 

 

 

The modified float chamber with material removed from the screw boss 

Afterthoughts 

The wedging float issue in these “modern” monoblocs is exacerbated by 

the float pivot rod being a loose fit in the carb casting, which results in 

the pivot rod flopping about, and the float pivot holes being a loose fit 

on the pivot rod. This float wedging is most likely to be a problem when 

the float chamber is nearly empty, such as running out of fuel perhaps. 

Reclaiming a Trophy 
TIM KINGHAM 

I guess you guys have seen my 1952 Trophy I am very fond of it; it’s a 

lovely bike to ride and one of the few in my garage that my wife can 

also ride. 

 

I have always wanted one and one day at Founders day I came across a 

heap of bits with a board proclaiming “1952 Triumph Trophy” and a 

very silly price. Still, I had a good look and took down three numbers 

(frame, gearbox and engine) made an equally silly low offer and went 

on my way with a fourth number - a telephone one. 

 

I was enthusiastic enough to enquire of the VMCC the bikes validity 

and all the numbers were correct; so any hope of knocking it down as a 

“not original here’s an offer”  ploy disappeared, the price was too much 

for me. 

 

Weeks, or it may have been a month or so, later I was, in the words of 

the old song, ‘playing idly at the keys’ of my PC, when a slip of paper 

with a phone number emerged from under the keyboard. Puzzled, I 

popped it in the search engine, and it came up with a building firm in 

Brighton, then I remembered the guy selling the Triumph had a builder’s 

van. Then, still curious, I put the name of the builder into the search and 

lo and behold among all the entries was a High Court entry due for the 

firm. It looked like the company was in trouble. 

 

So, I rang him. The conversation was short, the agreed price was a lot 

lower but the time was short (my guess was the bailiffs were on their 

way). The next day I was in Brighton with the van doors open. 

 

The rebuild was a good one but, somehow, I got side-tracked in the 

nicest possible way because my copy of the ‘Triumph Trophy Bible’  

had a picture of a Trophy bedecked in all the minor mods of an ISDT 

modified machine of the period. Never a man to be happy with a bog-

standard bike, I eagerly incorporated them (except a front mudguard nail 

catcher, which I am still looking for). 

 

The VMCC enquiry had said the bike was despatched to Leytons of 

Oxford on 2nd March, 1952. That company was, alas, long gone but 

luckily Oxfordshire, like Buckinghamshire, were some of the councils 

who do not only pay lip service to ‘history’, but are also happy to 

preserve it by, in this case, keeping the old registration records, unlike 

many other vandal authorities who burnt them. So, I was, it seemed, off 

to the Oxford archives. 

 

I sat on the microfiche machine in the archives and started at the 2nd of 

March 1952. According to the records, each week Kings of Oxford, 

Leytons, and other garages took out hundreds of registrations. Luckily, 

Trophies back then, (like now) were in high demand, and on the pages 

for 23rd of March 1952, in the entries, came my Triumph’s frame 

number, with its allotted registration number. I think I woke a few 

people searching the archives, trying to find out about their grandfather, 

with my whoop of joy. £3.00 for a copy of the record, the DVLA was 

informed and a week or so later I got the V5c with the original Reg 

number. To celebrate, I got a replica tax disc for March 1952, stamped 

with an Oxford tax office stamp, and a ‘Leytons of Oxford’ dealer 

sticker for the toolbox. 

 

 

Tim’s lovely 1952 Triumph TR5 Trophy 

Side Carriages  
 

The trailer has been tried and found wanting in that it is dusty, that its 

feminine occupant may be left miles behind through unhooking of the 

attachment and the swain in the saddle be quite unaware of the parting 

of the ways, for unless the lady have strong lungs the noise of the engine 

drowns her cries of distress and desertion. The side carriage bids fair to 

become popular owing to its sociability. On sloping roads it is not 

always easy to steer a side carriage, and many motor cyclists forget the 

fact that the trailer, the fore or the side carriage, call for a higher horse-

power than is needed for a cycling single-blessedness. To expect a 

motor bike built for one to draw two is to resign yourself into what is 

happily called "pedal servitude." 

 

[The Tatler - Wednesday 02 September 1903] 


